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Abstract— Deep anterior lamellar keratoplasty (DALK) is a
promising technique for corneal transplantation that avoids the
chronic immunosuppression comorbidities and graft rejection
risk associated with penetrating keratoplasty (PKP), the standard procedure. In DALK, surgeons must insert a needle 90 %
through the 500 µm cornea without penetrating its underlying
membrane. This pushes surgeons to their manipulation and
visualization limits such that 59 % of DALK attempts fail due
to corneal perforation or inadequate needle depth. We propose
a robot-assisted solution to jointly solve the manipulation and
visualization challenges using a cooperatively-controlled, precise
robot arm and live optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging, respectively. Our system features an interface handle, with
which the surgeon and robot cooperatively hold the tool, and a
posterior corneal boundary virtual fixture driven by real-time
OCT segmentation. A study in which three operators performed
DALK needle insertions manually and cooperatively in ex
vivo human corneas demonstrated an 84 % improvement in
perforation-free needle depth without an increased perforation
rate.
Index Terms— Cooperative control, medical robotics

I. I NTRODUCTION
Corneal transplants are among the most common allograft procedures performed worldwide. In the United States,
nearly 40,000 full thickness corneal transplants, or penetrating keratoplasties (PKPs), are performed annually [1]. In
the United Kingdom, corneal transplants outnumber kidney
transplants by approximately 30 % each year [2]. Despite the
success and widespread use of PKP, full thickness corneal
transplants are not without drawbacks [3]. There is a substantial risk of immune rejection (35 % by year 10 post-surgery)
which requires chronic, lifetime use of topical steroids with
its side effects of glaucoma, cataracts, and infection [4]. The
risk of complete graft failure (10–22 % by year 10) leads
many who received their grafts before middle age to require
a replacement graft later in life [4]. Furthermore, accidental
trauma to the graft secured with fine sutures can rupture the
eye and necessitate emergency repair and/or replacement.
An alternative form of corneal transplantation known as
Deep Anterior Lamellar Keratoplasty (DALK) addresses
many of PKP’s drawbacks. In DALK, only the corneal
epithelium and stroma are replaced, leaving the cellular
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and immunogenic host endothelium intact (Fig. 1). Because
DALK preserves the endothelium, graft rejection is practically eliminated, and chronic immunosuppression is therefore
unnecessary. The graft endothelium is also the predominant source of time-dependent graft failure; because the
endothelium is not traumatized in DALK, graft failure is not
accelerated as in PKP. Finally, as a technically extraocular
procedure, the globe remains intact and is consequently less
prone to rupture after trauma.
DALK’s major barrier to adoption, however, is its great
technical difficulty. In DALK, the surgeon must remove
the top 90 % of the cornea (epithelium and stroma) while
preserving the 10–20 µm endothelial layer complex underneath. This is currently accomplished via the “Big Bubble”
technique wherein a needle is inserted into the cornea as
close as possible to the endothelium without penetrating it
(Fig. 1) [5]. Air is then injected to pneumo-dissect along
the stromal-endothelial boundary (Descemet’s membrane),
forming a bubble that separates the stroma for excision.
Inadvertently penetrating the endothelium terminates DALK
and requires conversion to the usual PKP. Unfortunately, the
Big Bubble technique requires extremely fine motor skills
to reach the necessary depth without perforation and considerable experience to judge needle depth from a standard
ophthalmic surgical microscope view (Fig. 2a–b). Even in
experienced hands, 10 % of DALK procedures terminate
in perforation, and 54 % of the remainder fail with poor
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Fig. 1. (a) Corneal microanatomical structure showing epithelium (yellow),
stroma (blue), Descemet’s membrane (thick line), and endothelium (red)
from top to bottom. Schematic drawing is not to scale. (a→c) PKP with full
thickness corneal excision (b) and grafting (c). (d→f) DALK with needle
insertion and bubble formation (d) followed by partial thickness corneal
excision (e) and grafting (f).
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Fig. 2. (a) Microscope integrated OCT for visualization during ophthalmic
procedures, adapted from [8] with permission. (b) DALK as viewed through
an ophthalmic surgical microscope with limited ability to judge needle
insertion depth, adapted from [9] under CC BY 3.0 license. (c) DALK as
viewed using OCT with clearly resolved needle (white) and cornea (gray).

pneumo-dissection due to insufficient needle depth, yielding
an overall failure rate of 59 % [6]. Surgeons need advances
in both manipulation and visualization to reliably succeed at
DALK.
We propose a cooperative robotic assistant with which
surgeons can reliably complete DALK and thus avoid
PKP’s morbidities. The system combines a cooperativelycontrolled, precise robot arm with live optical coherence
tomography (OCT) imaging and anti-perforation virtual fixtures along the posterior corneal boundary (Fig. 2a,c). This
assistant is most notable for equipping surgeons with stabilized hands and cross-sectional views needed to position
a needle to ±25 µm within the cornea. In this study of
DALK needle insertions in ex vivo human corneas, operators
using our system increased their corneal penetration depth
by 32 % of corneal thickness, a key determinant of pneumodissection success [7], over manual insertions for perforationfree attempts.

disturb the tool tip.
From a manipulation standpoint, several groups have explored hand stabilization and tremor reduction. The Steady
Hand system uses cooperative control to attenuate tremor and
implement virtual fixtures [14]–[16]. Its micrometer stage
actuators are capable of very precise motions which the
surgeon gains through the jointly held tool. The mechanical
design, however, features a remote center of motion, which is
disadvantageous for DALK’s peripheral and shallow needle
trajectories. Furthermore, the Steady Hand has a compact
workspace that limits its flexibility for gross positioning of
tools.
Similarly, the handheld Micron system uses internal miniature actuators to actively stabilize its needle tip and enforce
virtual fixtures over a small distance [17]–[20]. It relies on
an external visual tracking system to separate handle and
needle motion. As a handheld robot, however, Micron cannot
hold the tool independently, and, unlike a cooperative system,
the surgeon must continuously maintain gross positioning. In
addition, several teleoperation-based ophthalmic surgery system are under development, including those by PRECEYES
[21], [22] and the ARMA group [23]. These systems target
vitreoretinal surgery, and, despite their precision, are not
well-suited to the shallow needle insertions found in DALK.
There is a clear vacuum where manipulation and visualization intersect in ophthalmic microsurgery. Systems
that tightly couple fine manipulation and high-resolution
visualization can fill that void and thereby enable surgeons
with the technologies necessary to treat their patients.
III. C OOPERATIVE DALK A SSISTANT
Our cooperative DALK assistant brings together a precision robot arm and high-resolution optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging to overcome both manipulation
and visualization challenges. Section III-A introduces the
system’s component parts while Sections III-B and III-C
describe the signal and imaging processing, respectively, that
drive the control system presented in Section III-D.
A. Hardware

II. R ELATED W ORK
Ophthalmic microsurgery pushes surgeons to their physical limits. Surgeons not only must estimate depth using a
top-down surgical microscope view but also must develop
the manual dexterity to operate at microscopic scales. Even
in routine procedures, surgeons face these visualization and
manipulation hurdles. Technologies that advance ophthalmic
microsurgery must address these challenges together.
From a visualization standpoint, optical coherence tomography (OCT) has emerged as a leading technology
for ophthalmic visualization [8], [10]–[13]. In particular,
microscope-integrated OCT (MIOCT) provides real-time
cross-sectional and volumetric imaging without surgical interruptions. Despite finding considerable utility in both posterior and anterior segment surgery, OCT offers no support
of manipulation. At best, surgeons can carefully guide their
instruments. At worst, they can helplessly watch their tremor

The DALK assistant has two major hardware components:
a robot arm with end-effector force sensing and an OCT
system (Fig. 3a). The robot arm and the operator jointly
manipulate the needle through an ergonomic “surgeon interface” handle (Fig. 3b). Both the handle-mounted needle
and OCT scanner converge on the surgical site for realtime needle tracking (Fig. 3c). Together, these hardware
components satisfy surgeons’ manipulation and visualization
needs during DALK.
Due to the fine precision needed when working with the
500 µm-thick cornea, we chose the IRB 120 robot arm (ABB
Robotics; Zürich, Switzerland) for our system. This robot
arm features 20 µm accuracy and 10 µm repeatability over
a roughly 1 m3 workspace and can therefore accomplish
both gross positioning and fine tissue manipulation. With the
IRB 120, we achieved sufficient precision for positioning a
needle within 50 µm as needed in DALK while retaining the

where m and ~a are the tool mass and center-of-mass displacement from the measurement origin, respectively, Rb is
the sensor pose in the world coordinate system when biased,
and ~g is gravitational acceleration. Adding the bias to raw
force (~fm ) and torque (~τm ) measurements eliminates it.


~f = R ~fm + ~fb
(3)

(a)

~τ = R (~τm +~τb ) ,

(b)

where ~f and ~τ are the true force and torque, respectively,
and R is the sensor pose for the measurement. When the
sensor’s pose is identical to its bias pose (i.e., R = Rb ), the
bias terms essentially restore tool-induced static loads. For
cooperative control, gravity introduces undesirable forces and
torques in sensor measurements. Subtracting the known tool
static loads in the world coordinate system eliminates these
effects to give the desired control force (~fc ) and torque (~τc ).

(c)

~fc = ~f − m~g
~τc = ~τ − (R~a) × (m~g)

Fig. 3. (a) Cooperative DALK system, including robot arm (right), OCT
scanner (left), microscope (center), and artificial anterior chamber (blue).
(b) Ergonomic “surgeon interface” handle which affords a comfortable grip
without causing mechanical interference at the surgical site. (c) Operator
using the microscope to grossly position the needle tip before switching to
OCT guidance.

flexibility of a general purpose arm. To provide cooperative
interactions, we used a Gamma force-torque sensor (ATI
Industrial Automation; Apex, NC) with ±32 N calibration
for sensing at the surgeon interface.
For high-resolution imaging, we used a custom OCT
engine built with a 100 kHz swept-source laser centered at
1050 nm (Axsun Technologies; Billerica, MA) and a telecentric scanner with a 15 cm working distance. The engine
captured volumes with resolution 500 × 128 × 999 voxels and
field of view 12 × 12 × 5.5 mm at 1.1 Hz. We chose these
parameters to provide adequate sampling over the entire
cornea. Custom C++ control and GPU-based OCT processing softwares provided real-time OCT visualization with
ideal spatial resolution of 24 × 94 × 5.5 µm. This imaging
resolution provided the necessary visualization for monitoring needle insertions.
B. Force Signal Conditioning
The raw force-torque sensor signal required conditioning
to eliminate measurement bias and gravity. Tool-induced
static loads on the sensor during initialization induce a posedependent bias in later measurements that includes force (~fb )
and torque (~τb ) components.
~fb = R−1 m~g
b
~τb = ~a × ~fb ,

(4)

(1)
(2)

(5)
(6)

Performing this conditioning, however, requires knowledge of R, Rb , m and ~a. While R and Rb are generally wellknown from robot forward kinematics and sensor mounting,
m and ~a may vary with tool designs and changes (e.g., needle
modifications). In such situations, m and ~a can be estimated
with application of a known force and torque to the sensor.
This is conveniently accomplished by subjecting the sensor to
gravity alone (i.e., no external forces), yielding the following
two equations with only m and ~a unknown.


~f = R ~fm + R−1 m~g = m~g
(7)
b


~τ = R ~τm +~a × R−1
g = (R~a) × (m~g)
(8)
b m~
Rearrangement to isolate m and ~a gives

~fm = RT − RTb m~g = m~u

 
~τm = ~a × RT − RTb m~g = ~a × (m~u)

(9)
(10)

where

~u = RT − RTb ~g

(11)

is known. With raw force measurements (~fm ’s and ~τm ’s) at
different poses (R’s), this gives a system of equations readily
solved with non-linear optimization techniques (e.g., NelderMead simplex) for m and ~a to calibrate the tool.
C. Cornea Segmentation and Needle Tracking
We provided OCT-based virtual fixtures to help prevent
perforation using real-time corneal boundary segmentation
and needle tracking at the OCT volume rate. We adapted previously described graph theory and dynamic programming
approaches to corneal segmentation [24], [25] for real-time
operation by overlapping with OCT volume acquisition and
processing. For needle tracking, we incorporated a stepwise
approach in [26] that identified tool A-scans in maximum
intensity projections (MIPs) and then used iterative closest
point [27] to fit a 3D needle model. MIP-based A-scan

identification exploited the needle’s hyperreflectivity in OCT.
Segmentation in B-scans with needle-obscured A-scans was
corrected using image inpainting from [28].
D. Control System with Virtual Fixtures
The controller synthesized robot force sensing and OCT
segmentation and needle tracking to provide stabilized cooperative robot-surgeon interactions and avoid corneal perforation. We chose a direct Cartesian force-velocity control law
to guarantee no robot motion independent of surgeon-applied
force.
T  
 

~fc
RH
0
RH
0
−1
˙
,
(12)
G
~q = Jo (~q)
0 RH
~τc
0 RH
where ~q˙ is the target joint velocity vector, Jo (q) is the robot
Jacobian about the tool center of rotation, H is the rotation
matrix that defines the gain axes in the robot tool frame R,
and G is the diagonal gain matrix. The surgeon thus remains
in direct control of the needle at all times (i.e., ~fc = ~τc = 0
implies ~q˙ = 0). For added usability, we provided a foot switch
which held ~q˙ = 0 until depressed. This allowed the surgeon
to release the handle while maintaining needle position.
We chose G−1 = diag(40, 40, 40, 0.9, 0.75, 0.4) in units of
N m−1 s and N m rad−1 s to compensate for the surgeon interface handle’s lever arms and discourage typically undesirable
needle rotations during DALK (e.g., rotation in horizontal
plane). Our control software (Fig. 4) provided dynamic
gain adjustment (0–100 %) through a joystick throttle and
operated with joint limits chosen to avoid singularities.
Using live corneal segmentation and needle tracking, the
controller provided virtual fixtures to prevent perforation.
After each OCT volume, the controller calculated the distance from the needle tip to the posterior corneal boundary.
If that distance reduced below 50 µm (90 % of typical cornea
thickness), the controller rejected control forces advancing
or lowering the needle. This fixture remained active until the
minimum observed distance exceeded the 50 µm threshold.
For OCT volumes in which needle tracking failed, the
controller maintained the prior fixture activation state.
We commanded the robot arm at 250 Hz through its
Externally-Guided Motion interface, which offers 20 ms response time, using a custom C++ control software. We
configured the robot controller for velocity-only tracking
(zero position gain) and path low-pass filtering with 2 Hz
bandwidth. This achieved highly responsive motion while
rejecting oscillations from noise and control lag. Low-pass
filtering also attenuated the operator’s physiologic hand
tremor.
IV. M ETHODS
We designed a user study to compare DALK needle
insertions performed manually (i.e., free-hand) and cooperatively with our system. Each operator completed training and
testing needle insertion trials in ex vivo human corneas under
Duke University Medical Center IRB approval. We simulated
physiologic corneal conditions with a pressured artificial anterior chamber (Katena Products; Denville, NJ). For training,

Fig. 4. Software console for robot interaction, providing control forcetorque readouts, sensor biasing, and force control gain adjustment.

operators performed two sets of four consecutive manual and
cooperative trials in a randomized order. Operators received
verbal and video instruction on DALK technique, coaching
on cooperative system operation, and OCT visualization of
final needle depth for manual trials. For testing, operators
performed eight trials alternating manual and cooperative
with a randomized initial configuration. During manual trials,
operators used a 27-gauge syringe-mounted needle with a
45◦ bend to perform needle insertions using only light microscope guidance, which replicated current surgical practice.
During cooperative trials, operators used a 27-gauge robotmounted needle to perform needle insertions using light
microscope and real-time OCT guidance. Operators received
no instruction or coaching once testing trials started.
For both training and testing, we asked operators to target
90 % needle depth at the corneal apex as is typical in
surgical practice. Operators did not complete DALK with
a pneumo-dissection to allow cornea reuse for eight trials.
Operators used one cornea for training and another for
testing. We rotated the cornea 45◦ after each trial to avoid
reusing existing needle tracts and repressurized the artificial
anterior chamber between trials at the operator’s request.
For cooperative trials, we adjusted the force control gain to
100 % during gross positioning, to 10 % during initial corneal
penetration, and to 2 % during advancement to the corneal
apex, relative to our baseline gain settings.
We recorded OCT volumes during the testing trials to
evaluate for perforation and estimate final needle depth in
later analysis. For this study, we defined perforation as
clear evidence of needle penetration through the endothelial
layer. A single grader blinded to the trial mode (manual
or cooperative) reviewed each volume series for perforation
and extracted the final needle depth. Using custom C++
software and the approach in [7], the grader extracted final
needle depth from refraction-corrected OCT cross-sections
as a percentage of corneal thickness along the top surface
normal passing through the needle tip. The grader manually
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Fig. 6. Final perforation-free needle depth across all operators by mode.
Improved performance is higher depth percentage. Each dot represents the
depth of one perforation-free trial. Error bars indicate standard error of the
mean. Asterisk denotes statistically significant difference.

Fig. 5. Example OCT cross-sections illustrating (a–b) needle perforation
into the anterior chamber (red arrow) and (c–d) final needle depth estimation
with manual segmentation (green) and index-corrected surface normal
(blue).

segmented the corneal top and bottom boundaries for refraction correction and depth estimation purposes.
To compare manual and cooperative insertions, we analyzed the mean final needle depth and perforation rate
by mode. We excluded trials with perforation from needle
depth analysis rather than considering them “100 %” depth
insertions. We assessed for statistical significance to the
p < 0.05 level using ANOVA for needle depth and Fisher’s
exact test for perforation rate.
Additionally, we evaluated the IRB 120’s repeatability
using a 1 mil (25.4 µm) precision gage. We programmed the
IRB 120 to repeatedly move throughout its workspace and
then return to a fixed pose that depressed the gage’s probe.
We video recorded the gage’s indicator during depression
cycles at various program execution speeds. Furthermore, we
measured OCT segmentation, needle tracking, and cooperative control latency during typical operating conditions by
instrumenting our software.
V. R ESULTS
Three unaffiliated, volunteer operators performed a total of
24 DALK needle insertions across six corneas for evaluation.
Two operators had no prior ophthalmic surgery experience
whereas one operator had four years of ophthalmic surgery
training without significant DALK exposure. Figure 5 shows
representative examples of perforation and needle depth
estimation from graded OCT volumes. Figure 6 shows the
final needle depth for all perforation-free trials.
Operators inserted needles to a mean depth of 39 %
manually and 71 % cooperatively. The 32 % of corneal
thickness increase in mean depth from manual to cooperative
trials was statistically significant (F(1, 13) = 6.7, p = 0.022).
There were no statistically significant differences in depth

by operator (F(2, 13) = 0.02, p = 0.98) or interactions between operator and mode (F(2, 13) = 1.7, p = 0.21). The
perforation rate was 2 of 12 (17 %) for manual trials and 3
of 12 (25 %) for cooperative trials. This difference was not
statistically significant (p = 1.0).
We video recorded the gage indicator for 40 cycles of
our IRB 120 repeatability test program. In all 40 cycles,
the robot returned to the same pose to within one gage
marking (25.4 µm). This yielded a repeatability no larger than
25.4 µm, although we were limited by the gage resolution.
For OCT segmentation and needle tracking, we measured
150 ms of latency, yielding an overall 1.05 s delay for a
complete volume. For cooperative control, we measured
60 ms of latency from sensed force to response motion.
VI. D ISCUSSION
With our cooperative system, operators nearly doubled
their perforation-free mean needle insertion depth. This effect
persisted across multiple operators, trials, and corneas. As
a significant determiner of pneumo-dissection success [7],
increasing mean needle insertion depth by 32 % of corneal
thickness has large clinical ramifications. Depth of 39 %
is associated with failed pneumo-dissection whereas depth
of 71 % is associated with at least partial and likely full
pneumo-dissection. This leads us to believe that the fine
manipulation and high-resolution visualization our system
offers can improve overall DALK success rates. The ultimate
proof of success, however, is full pneumo-dissection which
we did not evaluate to maximize trials per cornea.
Notably, our cooperative system did not significantly increase the perforation rate compared to manual trials in this
study. The observed rates of 17 % and 25 % for manual and
cooperative trials, respectively, are well within the previously
reported range of 4–31.8 % [29]. Because the cooperative
system decidedly changes the operator’s haptic feedback
during DALK by stabilizing the needle, one might expect
increased perforations as the operator cannot directly sense
their applied force. This is especially so when the force control gain is low, meaning that the robot’s stiffness attenuates

any applied force. In contrast, we suspect that slowed needle
movement during low force control gains allowed operators
extra reaction time to avoid perforation.
Nevertheless, OCT segmentation and needle tracking latency posed a significant problem, as evidenced by cooperative perforations despite virtual fixtures. The 1.05 s lag in
fixture updates certainly degraded their effectiveness. In fact,
if the needle advanced faster than about 50 µm s−1 , the fixture
was unlikely to prevent perforation. This is most directly
addressed by reducing the volume acquisition time, the
largest contributor of latency, with faster swept-source lasers
or less dense scan protocols. Furthermore, cooperatively
limiting the needle insertion speed will make the fixtures
more tolerant of delay.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We have demonstrated an OCT-guided cooperative robot
for improving needle insertion depth in an ex vivo human
cornea DALK model. We believe this concept can improve
DALK success rates and thereby spare patients the chronic
immunosuppression comorbidities and graft rejection risk
associated with PKP. In the future, we plan to incorporate
needle path virtual fixtures via predictive modeling of corneal
deformation to further reduce insertion depth variability.
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